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Abstract 
Compared with the traditional parallel runway configuration, the cross-runway 
configuration can cope with the variable ground wind direction better and save more 
land for airports. Based on the cross-runway as the research object, this paper first 
analyses the four different configuration modes of the cross-runway, understands the 
operation modes under different cross-runway configuration, and studies the difference 
of the four different types of the approach and departure modes of the cross-runway. 
Secondly, by referring to the idea of collision risk of cross-road, the collision model of 
vertical, vertical and horizontal collision risk of runway is established, and the collision 
risk model of cross-runway is put forward in combination with the collision model of 
three directions. Finally, the collision risk values of the cross-runway are calculated with 
a specific case, and the variation rules of the collision risk values of the cross-runway 
under different operating angles are obtained. This study provides some reference for 
the safe operation of the cross-runway. 
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1. Introduction 

At present, the best way to solve the low capacity of the airport runway is to expand the airport runway. 
However, many airports are unable to expand the runway because of the size of the airport. Because 
of its unique advantages, the cross-runway can perfectly solve the problem that the airport cannot 
expand the runway due to the limited field area. Therefore, domestic and foreign scholars have carried 
out a series of studies on the configuration of cross-runway and collision risk. 

The famous Reich collision risk model proposed by Reich in Britain in the 1960s was first studied 
abroad. Reich thought that the aircraft could be regarded as an approximate rectangular object, and 
the collision between two aircraft could be regarded as the overlap or intersection of two rectangles 
[1]. In 2003, based on the basic theory of the Reich Collision Risk Model, Peter Brooker proposed an 
improved Collision Risk Model, the well-known Event Model, which mainly discussed the lateral 
spacing between two aircraft [2]. In 2011, Robert R.Eftekari analyzed the speed change of the aircraft 
at the approach end based on the position relationship and the operating speed of the aircraft, analyzed 
the collision probability of the approaching aircraft, and derived four pairing modes for approaching 
near parallel runways [3]. In 2015, through the establishment of a mathematical model for colored 
Petri net, Luo X et al. implemented real-time control of aircraft gliding on the ground, understood the 
operation of each aircraft, and proposed a conflict-free gliding scheme [4]. 

In 2016, Sun Ning et al. analyzed the operational safety of the intersection runway of Chengdu Tianfu 
Airport through the study of the configuration of the intersection runway of Chengdu Tianfu Airport, 
and obtained the control mode of the airport runway under the configuration of the intersection 
runway [5]. In 2018, Xu Chao and Li Xin carried out simulation analysis on three different operation 
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modes, and finally obtained the change of collision risk value of cross-runway under different angles 
[6]. In 2019, Xiong Huimin introduced the collision risk and runway capacity models of the four 
types of runways, and then explored the possibility and practicability of the construction of the cross-
runway in China by analyzing the types of the cross-runway at the target airport[7]. 

Therefore, based on the intersection runway as the research object, this paper analyses the four 
different configuration modes of the intersection runway, understands the operation modes under 
different configuration of the intersection runway, establishes the collision model for the vertical, 
vertical and horizontal collision risk of the runway, and proposes the collision risk model for the 
intersection runway combined with the collision model in three directions. Finally, the collision risk 
values of the cross-runway are calculated with a specific case, and the variation rules of the collision 
risk values of the cross-runway under different operating angles are obtained. 

2. Analysis of the Configuration Operation Mode of Intersection Runway 

2.1 Intersection Runway Concepts 

According to the existing runway types, runways can be roughly divided into four runway types: 
single runway, parallel runway, intersection runway and open V-type runway. Among them, China 
collectively refers to the intersection runway and the open V-type runway which contain the 
configuration of the intersection runway as the intersection runway. 

2.2 Classification of Intersection Runway Configuration 

In order to better standardize the types of cross-runway configurations, the CAAC formulated a clear 
range of cross-runway configurations in its 2019 solicitation for operational guidance materials on 
cross-convergence runway control. The cross-runway was divided into four runway configurations: 

(1) Crossing runways: two groups of runways that directly intersect or meet. 

(2) Crossing a runway: Two runways intersect, but two runways that cross a runway do not 
necessarily directly intersect. The extension line of one runway intersects another runway, and 
crossing a runway can be one of the intersecting runways. 

(3) Non-intersecting converging runways: Groups of runways in which the tracks of aircraft operating 
at the runway do not intersect themselves, i.e., aircraft do a converging flight. 

(4) Non-intersecting divergent runways: Groups of runways in which the two runways do not intersect 
themselves and the trajectories of aircraft operating on their runways do not intersect, i.e. aircraft does 
divergent flight. 

The runways of the cross-runway configuration are either nonparallel or nearly parallel, with the two 
runways directly intersecting or the extension lines of the runway midline intersecting. 

2.3 Intersection Runway Operation Mode 

The ORDER JO 7110.65X issued by FAA and the Operational Draft of Cross Runway Control in 
China define in detail the four types of runways with cross configuration. At the same time, the cross 
(convergence) runway defines the following operation modes: 

(1) When operating aircraft in four runway modes with cross-configuration, aircraft on each runway 
can approach simultaneously or independently of each other based on instrument approach system, 
regional navigation system, and satellite landing system. However, due to the multi-runway and 
multi-aircraft operation characteristics of the cross-runway configuration, the controllers need to have 
intervals between each aircraft, that is, multiple interval waiting points for each runway, so that the 
backward aircraft can wait for the forward aircraft to run to a reasonable location before entering or 
leaving the airport. 

(2) At the same time, the aircraft wake will be generated when the aircraft is running, which will 
seriously affect the safe operation of the backward aircraft. Therefore, for the sake of aircraft 
operation safety, when an aircraft is operating on a cross-runway, the operation mode should follow 
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the same rules as other traditional runway configurations, which set different wake intervals 
according to different aircraft classes. 

(3) When a backward aircraft applies for the departure procedure and a forward aircraft is in the 
process of entering or leaving the procedure, a time interval between the two aircraft is required to 
reduce the wake intensity produced by the forward aircraft and ensure the safe operation of the 
backward aircraft. 

In the actual running process, there are two special operating conditions for runways that conform to 
the cross-configuration: 

(1) Because the two runway groups that cross the runway type do not cross directly, the extension 
lines of the runway do intersect the other runway in its runway configuration. When the intersection 
point of a runway crossing the runway configuration is within two kilometers or one nautical mile of 
the runway, it can be considered as a special kind of intersection runway in the actual operation and 
should be run in the way of intersection runway. 

(2) The non-intersecting convergence runway type can be regarded as a special type of runway-
crossing (runway type where two runways run extension lines cross), so the non-intersecting 
convergence runway should operate in the same way as the runway-crossing type. There should be a 
gap between the aircraft running before and after the runway in order to run in and out of the runway 
in a safe situation. 

2.4 Comparative Analysis of Cross Runway Operation Modes 

By analyzing the operation modes of the four types of cross runways mentioned above, it can be seen 
that in addition to the basic operation mode, the standard of wake interval also needs to be observed 
between aircraft, but the situation of non cross convergence and non cross divergence runways is 
relatively special. In many cases, it can be similar to the operation mode of cross runways or cross 
runways. Even two aircrafts with non crossing divergent runway can operate at the same time, so the 
cross runway configuration and cross runway configuration are mainly compared and analyzed. 

2.4.1 Departure Procedure 

(1) When the departure procedure is operated on the cross runway and the aircraft moving forward is 
an approaching aircraft, the takeoff permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The approaching aircraft has finished landing and taxied to the waiting point at the intersection of 
the two runways. The aircraft will wait before the waiting point. 

2) The advancing aircraft has taxied over the intersection of the two runways and left the runway. 

(2) When the departure procedure is operated on the cross runway and the aircraft ahead is the 
departure aircraft, the takeoff permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The departing aircraft has crossed the intersection of the two runways. 

2) The aircraft ahead has taken off and is turning to avoid the collision risk of two aircraft. 

(3) When the departure procedure is running across the runway and the aircraft moving forward is an 
approaching aircraft, the takeoff permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The approaching aircraft moving forward completes the landing, taxis to the waiting point at the 
intersection of the runway extension line, and waits before the waiting point. 

2) The advancing aircraft has taxied over the holding point at the intersection of the runway extension 
line and left the runway. 

(4) When the departure procedure is running across the runway and the aircraft ahead is the departure 
aircraft, the takeoff permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The departing aircraft has taken off and crossed the takeoff runway of the backward aircraft. 

2) The aircraft moving forward is turning after taking off to avoid the risk of collision between two 
aircraft. 

The departure rules of non crossing convergence runway are the same as those of crossing runway. 
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2.4.2 Arrival Procedure 

(1) When the approach procedure is operated on the cross runway and the aircraft ahead is an 
approach aircraft, the landing permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The approaching aircraft has landed and taxied to the holding point at the intersection of the two 
runways, waiting before the holding point. 

2) The advancing aircraft has taxied over the intersection of the two runways and left the runway. 

(2) When the approach procedure is operated on the cross runway and the aircraft moving forward is 
the departure aircraft, the landing permit can be issued only when the following conditions are met: 

1) The departing aircraft has crossed the intersection of the two runways. 

2) The advancing aircraft has taken off and is turning to avoid the conflict between the two aircraft. 

(3) When the approach procedure is running across the runway and the aircraft ahead is an approach 
aircraft, the landing permit can be issued only if the following conditions are met: 

1) The approaching aircraft has landed and taxied to the waiting point at the intersection of the runway 
extension line, waiting before the waiting point. 

2) The advancing aircraft has taxied over the holding point at the intersection of the runway extension 
line and left the runway. 

(4) When the approach procedure is running across the runway and the aircraft moving forward is the 
departure aircraft, the landing permit can be issued only when the following conditions are met: 

1) The departing aircraft has taken off and crossed the takeoff runway of the backward aircraft. 

2) The aircraft moving forward is turning after taking off to avoid the risk of collision between two 
aircraft. 

The approach rules of non crossing convergence runway are the same as those of crossing runway. 

3. Construction of Cross Runway Collision Risk Model 

Firstly, the collision risk area of the cross runway is established, and then the position information 
and motion trajectory of the aircraft are transformed by establishing the space rectangular coordinate 
system. Then, the collision risk model of cross runway is obtained through mathematical model. 

3.1 Model Simplification 

The area near the intersection with high collision risk in the cross runway can be set as a runway 
collision risk area, so as to explore the collision problem of the cross runway more conveniently. The 
four waiting points with aircraft interval in two runways can be regarded as the four vertices of the 
risk area, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. collision risk area 
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In Figure 1, we can see a quadrilateral composed of four ABCD points, that is, the collision risk area 
of the cross runway. The vertices of the quadrilateral are the four waiting points configured by the 
two cross runways respectively. The diagonal connecting the parallelogram intersects at point O, that 
is, the line segments AC and DB intersect at point O. point O is the midpoint of line segment AC, 
that is, AO = OC, which is taken as 1d . Point O is the midpoint of line segment BD,  that is, DO = 

OB, which is taken as 2d . Crossing vertex B is the vertical line BF of diagonal AC, and crossing 
vertex D is the vertical line DE of diagonal AC. according to the characteristics of parallelogram, 
segment DE and segment BF are parallel and equal, and the value is taken as yS . 

 

                       
sin1
ySd                                           (1) 

 

                       
tan2
ySd                                           (2) 

 

When multiple aircrafts are operating on the cross runway, the controller needs to configure a space 
between each two aircrafts. Therefore, aircraft 1 and aircraft 2 are set without considering the speed 
change value of aircraft running on the runway, that is, the relative speed between aircraft 1 and 
aircraft 2 remains unchanged. Thus, more conditions can be set as follows: 

(1) Suppose that aircraft 1 arrives at the risk area first and aircraft 2 arrives at the risk area later, that 
is, there is a time difference between the arrival times of the two aircraft, and the time difference is 
set. 

(2) It is assumed that the time for aircraft 1 to reach the interval point a of the runway is 
At  and the 

time to reach the interval point C at the other end of the runway is 
ct . 

(3) It is assumed that the time for aircraft 2 to reach the interval point B of the runway is 
Bt  and the 

time to reach the interval point d at the other end of the runway is 
Dt . 

(4) Let the altitude difference of aircraft be z , and the altitude difference between aircraft is 
constant. 

3.2 Aircraft Collision Risk Modeling 

3.2.1 Establishment of Geometric Model 

 
Figure 2. rectangular coordinate system 
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As shown in Fig. 2, the position of aircraft 1 in spatial rectangular coordinate system xyz-O  is 

represented by coordinate Tzyxw )( 1111 . Similarly, the position of aircraft 2 is expressed as 
T）（ 222 2 zyxw  in the '''- zyxO  coordinate system. 

Based on the above assumptions and explanations, for any  tttt AC  .0  in the collision risk 

area, the coordinate Tzyxw )( 1111  of aircraft 1 can be expressed by adding the nominal position and 
the error value in each direction, that is: 

 

     T TT S e
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Where, the operating speed of aircraft 1 is represented by iv ; The longitudinal velocity error value 

of aircraft 1 is represented by x
1 ; The lateral velocity error value of aircraft 1 is represented by y

1 ; 
z
1

y
1

x
1   can respectively represent the navigation error values generated from three directions of the 

coordinate system during the operation of aircraft 1. Similarly, for the position and various error 
values of aircraft 2, aircraft 2 can be represented with reference to the representation method of 
aircraft 1: 
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11i1 dtVdtVL CiA                                   (9) 
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22j2 dtVdtVL DjB                                  (10) 

 

Before starting approach, the distance from the position of aircraft 1 to the intersection of two runways 
is represented by 1L ; The distance from the position of aircraft 2 to the intersection of two runways 

is represented by 2L . 

Operational analysis of the two coordinate systems is relatively complex. We can convert the two 
coordinate systems into one coordinate system, which facilitates the analysis of the position 
relationship between the two aircraft and the study of collision risk values. That is, coordinate system 

'''x- zyO  rotates   angles clockwise to coincide with coordinate system xyz-O . The coordinates 

of aircraft 2 are now  TzyxW '
2

'
2

'
2

'
2

. Then the following rules exist after the transformation of the 

horizontal and vertical coordinates of the origin '''x- zyO  coordinate system. Remember 
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Where: 
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At   
BDAC tttttt  ,min.0  hours, the three directions of the aircraft are given a nominal 

weight of      ttDttDttD z
ij

Y
IJ

x
ij  ,,,,, . 

 

              x
ij 2 1D (t, t) V cosi A jt t V t L L                            (14) 

 

                   y
ij 2D (t, t) L sinjV t                                  (15) 

 

                        Z
ij zD (t, t) D                                      (16) 

 

Among them, ZD  is the required distance in the vertical direction between the two aircraft. 

For  
AC ttt  ,0 , Set ),(),,(),,( ttzttyttx ijijij    represents the vertical, lateral, and vertical 

distances of two aircraft within the risk zone, then there is matrix X: 
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Where: 

 

      x x x x y y
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3.3 Intersection Runway Collision Probability Model 

When an aircraft runs the approach and departure procedures on a cross-runway, for the sake of safe 
operation, the wake interval time, 0t  , is observed before and after the aircraft of different grades, 
and mintt  , for the sake of operational experience. Based on the representation of Cartesian 
spatial coordinate system, a mathematical model for the collision risk of an intersection runway is 
established. The horizontal collision risk can be expressed as: 

Given  
AC Tttt  ,min , and   

BDAC tttttt  ,min,0 , the probability of the aircraft 
overlapping laterally and vertically, that is, there is a collision probability P: 

 

                 ij ij(t, t) P | ( , ) SP t t
    ∣                                (21) 

 

Where, yx, . 

Since the error terms   and   obey the standard normal distribution, the density function of the 
aircraft's error in the Ω direction can be expressed as: 
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Where: 
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              2 2 22 2 22 y sin cos sin cosx y y x y
y i j j i A B i Bt t t t t t t  

                          (25) 

 

When the graphics of two aircraft intersect or touch, collision conflict can be considered, that is, the 
probability of graphic contact is the probability of collision. Then the probability of horizontal 
collision is: 
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According to the horizontal collision probability formula and the relative collision speed ijV  of two 

aircraft. It can be concluded that the vertical collision probability of an aircraft is: 
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Where: 

 

   2 22 z z
z i j                                       (28) 

 

To sum up, for  
AC tttt  ,min , the collision risk of an intersection runway can be expressed as: 
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4. Example Analysis 

4.1 Parameter Settings 

According to the grade of the airport, the aircraft taking off and landing at the airport are mainly Class 
B and Class C aircraft. Therefore, the final approach speed for Class B aircraft is 244 km/h and the 
front wheel speed is 220 km/h. The final approach speed for Class C aircraft is 295 km/h and the front 
wheel speed is 260 km/h. 

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) stipulates that the safety level for aircraft 
collision risk is 81.5 10  accidents/flight hours. However, in the actual operation, the airspace 
situation faced by the aircraft is complex and variable, so the collision conflict of the aircraft will be 
affected by many factors. Uncontrollable factors such as meteorological conditions are not considered 
in the cross-runway collision model, so safety intervals, aircraft type and speed should be considered 
in detail at the beginning of planning. Navigation accuracy is also an important part of aircraft 
operation. 

When studying the collision risk in the configuration of a cross-runway, only the navigation criteria 
specified in the approach phase of the aircraft, namely RNP APCH, are considered. Requires that 95% 
of the aircraft's total flight time, transverse TSE error and along-track error meet the required values, 
that is: 
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2

2

1
exp d 0.95
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                             (30) 

 

Of which σ=n/1.96 σ= N/1.96, refer to ICAO related literature and various references, as shown in 
Table 1: 

 

Table 1. Cross-runway parameter calculation table 

parameter parameter values parameter parameter values 

1L  1.5   
258Km/h 

 1.5  
Δt 0 

 
2.0408 

 
0.0375 

 
3.0408 

 
0.0147 

 
7.100 

 
0.0103 

 
8.230 

 
0 

 
297Km/h  15°-165° 

4.2 Risk Value Calculation 

4.2.1 Collision Risk when Track Angle is Obtuse 

When the aircraft with the original runway of the airport lands southward, while the aircraft with the 
new runway takes off and lands northward, the flight trajectory of the two aircraft is an obtuse angle. 

(1) Runway landing North 

Follow the operation rules of the crossing runway, that is, the aircraft a entering the new runway shall 
pass through the intersection as soon as possible. When aircraft a has landed and taxied to the waiting 
point at the intersection of two runways, aircraft B on the subsequent runway can perform the 
approach procedure. If aircraft a is a backward approach aircraft, approach aircraft B operating on 
another runway should taxi to the holding point at the intersection of the two runways and wait before 
the holding point. When aircraft a passes through the intersection of the two runways, aircraft B will 
leave the runway. 

 

 
Figure 3. operation diagram with track angle as obtuse angle 

 

As shown in Fig. 3, at this time, the included angle between the running track of aircraft a and aircraft 
B is 125 °. Substitute the parameters in Table 1 into formulas 26 and 27 to calculate the horizontal 
and vertical collision rates. 

1d jV

2L 2d
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It can be calculated that the horizontal collision probability is -9101.89  and the vertical collision 
probability is 0.37. Then, according to formula 29, the collision risk probability of cross runway under 
this operation mode is -10107.25 . 

It can be concluded that in the operation mode, when the included angle of the operation track between 
aircraft a and aircraft B is 125 °, the collision rate of the cross runway is -10107.25 . 

(2) Take off north of runway 

Follow the operation rules of the cross runway, that is, when the departure aircraft a on the new 
runway has crossed the intersection of two runways, or aircraft a has taken off and left the ground, 
and the turn avoids any collision and conflict with aircraft B, aircraft B on the other runway can 
execute the approach procedure. 

As shown in Fig. 3, at this time, the included angle between the running track of aircraft a and aircraft 
B is 125 °. Substitute the parameters in Table 1 into formulas 26 and 27 to calculate the horizontal 
and vertical collision rates. 

It can be calculated that the horizontal collision probability is -9104.72  and the vertical collision 
probability is 0.37. Then, according to formula 29, the collision risk probability of cross runway is 

-9101.81 . 

It can be concluded that in this operation mode, when the included angle of the operation track 
between aircraft a and aircraft B is 125 °, the collision rate of the cross runway is -9101.81 . 

4.2.2 Collision Risk when the Track Angle is an Acute Angle 

When the aircraft with the original runway of the airport lands southward, while the aircraft with the 
new runway takes off and lands southward, the flight trajectory of the two aircraft is an acute angle. 

(1) Runway landing South 

Follow the operation rules of the cross runway, that is, the aircraft a running the approach procedure 
on the new runway has landed and taxied to the waiting point at the intersection of the two runways. 
At this time, the current runway aircraft B can execute the approach procedure. If the aircraft a is a 
backward approach aircraft, the approach aircraft B running on another runway has landed, taxied to 
the holding point at the intersection of the two runways and waited before the holding point, then the 
backward aircraft a can execute the approach procedure. 

 

 
Figure 4. operation diagram with track angle as acute angle 

 

As shown in Fig. 4, at this time, the included angle between the running track of aircraft a and aircraft 
B is 55 °. Substitute the parameters in Table 1 into formulas 26 and 27 to calculate the horizontal and 
vertical collision rates. 

It can be calculated that the horizontal collision probability is -8106.08  and the vertical collision 
probability is 0.37. Then, according to formula 29, the collision risk probability of cross runway is 

-8102.33 . 
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It can be concluded that under this operation mode, when the included angle of the operation track 
between aircraft a and aircraft B is 55 °, the collision rate of the cross runway is -8102.33 . 

(2) Take off South of runway 

Follow the operation rules of the cross runway, that is, when the departure aircraft a on the new 
runway has crossed the intersection of two runways, or aircraft a has taken off and turned to avoid 
collision and conflict with aircraft B, aircraft B on the other runway can execute the approach 
procedure. 

As shown in Fig. 4, at this time, the included angle between the running track of aircraft a and aircraft 
B is 55 °. Substitute the parameters in Table 1 into formulas 26 and 27 to calculate the horizontal and 
vertical collision rates. 

It can be calculated that the collision probability in the horizontal direction is -8101.15  and the 
collision probability in the vertical direction is 0.37. Then, according to formula 29, the collision risk 
probability of cross runway is -9104.44 . 

It can be concluded that under this operation mode, when the included angle of the operation track 
between aircraft a and aircraft B is 55 °, the collision rate of the cross runway is -9104.44 . 

4.3 Analysis of Collision Risk Results of Cross Runway 

According to the parameters in Table 1, bring into formula 29 for calculation, take the runway 
operation time as 1H, and calculate the included angle of the operation track of two aircraft α When 
the value is between 20 ° - 160 ° and the included angle of the cross runway changes between 15 ° - 
90 °, the risk value of cross runway collision is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Relationship between collision risk and included angle of motion trajectory 

 

Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The collision risk of the cross runway shows a trend of decreasing first and then increasing with 
the change of the included angle of the running track. The point meeting the collision risk safety 
target level 8105.1   is located at the included angle of the track of about 45 ° and 135 °. For the 
sake of safety, the closer the included angle of the cross runway is to 90 °, the lower the probability 
of aircraft collision, that is, when the two runways are close to vertical, the runway collision risk is 
the lowest. 

(2) According to figure 4.5, it can be found that the slope of the curve with the operating angle 
between 20 ° - 90 ° of the two aircraft is greater than that with the operating angle between 90 ° - 
160 °, that is, the growth rate of the collision risk value at 90 ° - 160 ° is slower. Therefore, for aircraft 
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operating on cross runways, the collision risk of small angle convergence operation is greater than 
that of divergent operation. 

Combined with the above example calculation, the operation track angles of the airport are 55 ° and 
125 ° respectively. When the running track angle is 125 °, the collision risk value of aircraft a and 
aircraft B is low, which proves that the collision risk of aircraft in small angle convergence operation 
between cross runways is greater than that in divergence operation. 

5. Conclusion 

(1) Combined with the existing cross runway operation rules, the cross runway is divided into four 
cross runway configurations, and then the entry and departure operation mode of aircraft is studied 
to pave the way for the subsequent collision risk research. 

(2) With the help of geometric knowledge, a spatial rectangular coordinate system is established for 
the collision risk area of the cross runway. The position information and motion trajectory of the 
aircraft are expressed in specific coordinates through the coordinate system. Then, with the help of 
the collision model idea of the aircraft on the cross route, the contact probability of the aircraft on the 
cross runway is explored, the aircraft collision risk in three directions of the coordinate system is 
obtained, and the collision risk value of the cross runway is calculated. 

(3) Through the cross runway risk model and example calculation, the variation law of cross runway 
operation mode and collision risk with track angle is analyzed. 
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